
Drive 1 

Running play 

Running play with not-very-convincing fake pass 

Run play 

QB sneak, successful 

Running play 

Deep drop back, launches. A lot of air under pass, but hits receiver with a good chance to catch it. 

Tipped and interception 

 

Drive 2 

Running play. Is anyone even reading this? 

Option play likely. Pickett wisely chooses to flick it forward. Short gain, but he avoids large, angry 

defender.  

Run play 

QB sneak for TD. Great second and third effort. Could have been shut down. 

 

Drive 3 

Designed roll-out to left. Throws on the run. Could have been slightly better ball placement as 

Freiermuth falls while making catch and throwing lane was there to get YAC, but overall good throw.  

Seriously, if you’re actually reading this, drop me a “Shpadoinkle” in the comments.  

Run with lazy, late fake pass after. 

Telegraphs scripted pass, potentially limiting YAC. Poor fake on play-action. Too focused on receiver and 

barely bobs ball forward.  

Run play 

Drops back, sees pressure well and scrambles for seven yards.  

Run play 

Designed pass to Pickens looks like. Telegraphed play with eyes. Good ball placement. Did well with 

timing pass.  

Another quick pass to Pickens for 13. Pickett snaps head/eyes upfield first, better than last play. Swivels 

back to Pickens right away, delivers the ball on time to sideline and accurately.  



Another to Pickens, but incomplete. Flushed to his left, throws on run. Pickens had a chance at it for 

gain, but too high.  

Run 

Run with another half-hearted and late fake pass 

Pass to Freiermuth. O-line basically left Pickett to wolves. Hit as thrown but delivers ball well. A little late 

which is nearly miraculous all things considered.  

Option play? Keeps ball, takes a hit. Keeps fighting and TD.  

 

Drive 4 

Shpadoinkle 

Rolls out to right, locked on to Diontae Johnson, accurate ball for 5 

Designed to Johnson. Quick throw with Johnson in space. Gain of 6. Well executed.  

Some pressure but bails a bit early I think. Scrambles for three.  

Run play 

26-yard pass to Pickens. Locked on from start again. Gives Pickens a shot, but somewhat of a jump ball.  

Quick pitch backward and lobs it too low. Causes fumble. 

Pressure on throw. Gets it off but high. Hits Freiermuth in hands but high. Tipped and intercepted 

 

Drive 5 

16 seconds left, Jets playing incredibly soft to prevent TD. Allow 27-yard gain. Nothing remarkable in 

either way. Jets allowed easy throw and Pickett took it.  

Hail Mary. Intercepted. It happens. Pass was 63 yards downfield, over that with Pythagoras weighing in.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


